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INI-ICMS Correspondents Day 2024 took place at ICMS in Edinburgh between 12:00 and
18:00 on Friday 26 January.

Following a networking lunch, activities began with talks from Dr Milla Kibble (Deputy
Director, INI) and Professor Minhyong Kim (Director, ICMS). In both cases, the speakers
detailed and discussed the many opportunities available for the mathematical sciences
community at their respective centres. They thanked the correspondents for the valuable
work that they do and reiterated that the INI and ICMS are national and international
institutions that serve the whole of the UK mathematics community. Particular points
mentioned included:

● A reminder of the INI Talks Elsewhere scheme, and news that the INI now covers
one night of accommodation for speakers (up to £120), in addition to travel
expenses.

● A reminder of the Newton Gateway, their Open for Business events as well as the
fact that the Gateway also delivers events outside INI programmes.

● The INI/LMS Solidarity scheme is still open and extended beyond mathematicians
affected by the Ukraine war to other refugees of war and political refugees.

● News that the INI has a new updated EDI action plan.
● News that INI will soon be accepting applications for researchers to participate in

future programmes - a change in policy from previously, when attendance was by
invitation, and only workshops were open to applications

● A reminder that any researcher is free to attend INI talks and workshops (on a short
term basis) without any prior arrangement

● A reminder that INI has schemes to support satellite workshops and programmes
and networks that are held across the UK. Also the INI postdoctoral fellowships allow
for a postdoc to spend half a year at a department anywhere in the UK following an
initial six-month period on an INI programme.

● A reminder that ICMS can offer funding support for mathematical outreach events
anywhere in the country

https://www.icms.org.uk/


● Focus on the ICMS initiative “Mathematics for Humanity”. Proposals are welcome for
activities with “direct relevance to the betterment of humanity”. See:
https://www.icms.org.uk/funding-opportunities/mathematics-humanity. In particular,
ICMS would like the Global Workshops for Humanity scheme to be advertised widely.

Professor Niall MacKay (Chair of Correspondents) encouraged the Correspondents to
speak at their relevant departmental meetings a minimum of once every two years to
maintain awareness of all the opportunities detailed so far. Slides to accompany such a
presentation are available to view and download via the following link:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e2WxoGjwWKKEPH8wMrEn_icSn9OAZV5d/edit?u
sp=sharing&ouid=111694827781808769782&rtpof=true&sd=true

Group discussions followed the presentations, in which questions, suggestions and
issues raised included:

● “Junior Members” schemes (and ECRs in general) should be given priority
support by both INI and ICMS

● The monthly newsletters from both INI and ICMS should be routinely
forwarded to Correspondents’ departmental colleagues, with activities of
interest being highlighted for relevant individuals

● Questions were raised about the most effective structure for conferences and
workshops, in order to reduce the risk of “burnout” by the mid-week.
Suggestions included

○ reducing such events from five to four days, leaving one free day at
the end of the week for informal discussion. Social events should
feature early in any conference to encourage discussion throughout
the event

○ later starts to conferences, for example on a Monday lunchtime, would
help those with families and other obligations to attend, thus aiding
efforts towards meeting EDI objectives.

● There were discussions in one of the break-out groups on feedback from
correspondents on how the institutes can better help the correspondents in
their work. Particular actions raised were

○ INI to ask programme organisers to flag up other relevant
disciplines/fields so that correspondents can inform appropriate
departments of the upcoming programmes.

○ INI Comms to send out individual posters for programmes/workshops
as pdf, possibly also physical glossy larger copies on request (subject
to costs).

○ Add to the yearly posters a QR code that links to future programmes
(planned for 2025), as “coming up”. There was a general discussion on
how to inform correspondents/departments about programmes well
ahead of time, so people have time to apply and organise sabbaticals.

○ Regarding the idea of asking for a slot in the faculty meetings to
discuss INI/ICMS opportunities, some felt that this was not the right
forum. The best forum will vary according to the department.

https://www.icms.org.uk/funding-opportunities/mathematics-humanity
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e2WxoGjwWKKEPH8wMrEn_icSn9OAZV5d/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111694827781808769782&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1e2WxoGjwWKKEPH8wMrEn_icSn9OAZV5d/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=111694827781808769782&rtpof=true&sd=true


○ Encourage correspondents to past participants/organisers in their
departments so people can go and ask them about what it’s like to
submit a proposal etc..

○ Need some comms around the fact that people can now apply for INI
programmes.

Professor Niall MacKay delivered the talk, "Quantifying Chance in Military History",
after Professor Des Higham had to withdraw for personal reasons. Niall took us on a tour
through a range of collaborations with historians and operational researchers on applications
of dynamical systems, probability and statistics to military history.

Images from the day can be found via the following link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uq97r537HJtdBvh-fu1rdm7_kPiOa0vz?usp=sharing

The list of attendees was as follows:

Miguel Anjos ORS Research Committee/ University of Edinburgh

Daniel Aspel Isaac Newton Institute

Sjoerd Beentjes University of Edinburgh

Alexander Belton University of Plymouth

Andrew Burbanks University of Portsmouth

John Chapman Keele University

Ruadhai Dervan University of Glasgow

Daniel Elton Lancaster University

Martin Gallauer University of Warwick

Ostap Hryniv Durham University

Sophie Huczynska University of St Andrews

Milla Kibble Isaac Newton Institute

Minhyong Kim ICMS

Niall MacKay Chair of Correspondents Network / University of York

Jeremy Parker University of Dundee

Alexey Sevastyanov University of Aberdeen

Ian Short The Open University

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uq97r537HJtdBvh-fu1rdm7_kPiOa0vz?usp=sharing


Alessandro Sisto Heriot-Watt University

Jane Walker ICMS


